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Illustration: Dóra Vincze
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Age range: 0-8

Language level: beginner

Topic: people

Vocabulary: kittens, mittens, feelings,
emotions, cry, fear, sad, lost, naughty,
pie

Grammatical structures: past simple

Focus of the games: reading
comprehension

Description: Three Little Kittens is a classic nursery rhyme which has been very
successful among language learners. It is about cause and e�ect - a great
opportunity to sequence events and practise the past simple tense.



Activity Tips

“Hot and cold” game #language skills #cognitive skills

Hide a couple of pairs of mittens in the classroom, then you’re ready to play the
game. As a student gets closer to a mitten, say, “you’re getting warmer” or “you’re
warm” and when he/she is really close, say, “you’re (very) hot.”

Acting it out #language skills

The song can serve as a basis for teaching the past simple tense in an
entertaining way. Ask your learners to act out the nursery rhyme and encourage
them to dramatize the song.

Summary #language skills #grammar

Summarise the story using the past simple tense: “The kittens lost their mittens.”,
“They were sad.”, “They began to cry.”, “The kittens found their mittens.”, “They were
happy.”

Karaoke #language skills

Look for the karaoke version in Level 3 of the BOOKR Class application. Master
your learners’ singing skills by practising together in class.



Cartoon #arts&crafts

Ask your learners to create a cartoon based on the story. They can use the
sentences from Tasks 1 and 2 in the BOOKR Class application.

Mitten memory #cognitive skills #vocabulary

Use the first worksheet attached. Practise the names of di�erent patterns and
play a memory game.
Vocabulary included in the memory game: zigzag, floral, striped, polka-dot,
checked

Make memory cards #arts&crafts #language skills

Create your own memory game using the second worksheet attached. Colour in
the mittens or draw patterns. If your two cards match, keep them. Who can collect
the most cards? When you turn over a card, say, “It’s blue” or “It has got stripes.”








